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metaCat Guide

metaCat reacts to your touch. Pet its head, jaw, and back, metacat will  move and meow.If you hold the head 
or jaw, metacat will respond with  purring; And if you hold its back, you can feel metacat’s heartbeat.

Open the pocket under metacat's belly, you 
will see the charging port and the three-stage 
switch.

Charge your metacat with the provided a type-c 
cable and you will see the blue light when 
successfully connected.
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Voice Interaction

Wake word      metaCat  [̍ mitakæt]� �������������������� ���

Functional Voice Commands

Interactive Voice Commands Control Voice Commands

Good boy Good Girl
Give me five

Go to sleep

Look up

Look down

Darker eyesBrighter eyesClose your eyes

Darkest eyes

Brightest eyes

Volume up Volume Down 

Open your eyes

You so cuteYou so lovely
Hello baby

Come here

Thank you

Move your Tail

Shake Tail

Do not move

Say”metaCat” to wake metaCat up and to speak optional Voice Commands below.

Be quite

Look away

Move your head

Give me a kiss

No, metacat
Love you

Shake your head

ON-MUTE-OFF，Three-stage Switch
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Move the switch to ‘mute’ to play without sounds. 

Move the switch to ‘On’ to wake up metaCat.
ON

MUTE

Move the switch to ‘off’ to turn off metaCat. 
OFF

Insert it with a pin and press the reset button for 
5s to reset the default settings of metacat.

Type-C Charging Port 

Reset button 

Charging Status Indicator


